Investigating the effect of processing parameters on pharmaceutical tablet disintegration using a real-time particle imaging approach.
Tablet disintegration is a fundamental parameter that is tested in vitro before a product is released to the market, to give confidence that the tablet will break up in vivo and that active drug will be available for absorption. Variations in tablet properties cause variation in disintegration behaviour. While the standardised pharmacopeial disintegration test can show differences in the speed of disintegration of different tablets, it does not give any mechanistic information about the underlying cause of the difference. With quantifiable disintegration data, and consequently an improved understanding into tablet disintegration, a more knowledge-based approach could be applied to the research and development of future tablet formulations. The aim of the present research was to introduce an alternative method which will enable a better understanding of tablet disintegration using a particle imaging approach. A purpose-built flow cell was employed capable of online observation of tablet disintegration, which can provide information about the changing tablet dimensions and the particles released with time. This additional information can improve the understanding of how different materials and process parameters affect tablet disintegration. Standard USP analysis was also carried out to evaluate and determine whether the flow cell method can suitably differentiate the disintegration behaviour of tablets produced using different processing parameters. Placebo tablets were produced with varying ratios of insoluble and soluble filler (mannitol and MCC, respectively) so that the effect of variation in the formulation can be investigated. To determine the effect of the stress applied during granulation and tableting on tablet disintegration behaviour, analysis was carried out on tablets produced using granular material compressed at 20 or 50bar, where a tableting load of either 15 or 25kN was used. By doing this the tablet disintegration was examined in terms of the tablet porosity by monitoring the tablet area and particle release. It was found that when 20 and 50bar roller compaction pressure was used the USP analysis showed almost identical disintegration times for the consequent tablets. With the flow cell method a greater tablet swelling was observed for the lower pressure followed by steady tablet erosion. Additionally, more particles were released during disintegration due to the smaller granule size distribution within the tablet. When a higher tableting pressure was applied the tablet exhibited a delay in the time taken to reach the maximum swelling area, and slower tablet erosion and particle release were also observed, largely due to the tablet being much denser causing slower water uptake. This was in agreement with the USP analysis data. Overall it was confirmed by using both the standard USP analysis and flow cell method that the tablet porosity affects the tablet disintegration, whereby a more porous tablet disintegrates more slowly. But a more in-depth understanding was obtained using the flow cell method as it was determined that tablets will swell to varying degrees and release particles at different rates depending on the roller compaction and tableting pressure used.